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PhD THESTS SUMMARY: THE PHONOI,OGY OF LANGUAGE DISORDERED CHILDREN

Eva Magnusson

INTRODUCTTON

Not all- children learn to speak at the same age and in the same

seemingly effortless way. Some children have greater diffj-culties
than others in acquirÍng language though there is no apparent
reason for why this should be the case, such as defective hearinq,
mental subnormality, neurological dysfunctions, or emotional- dis-
turbances. !'lhen refe*ed to a speech cl-inic, their problem ís
diagnosed as a functional articul-ation disorder, retardatio
loquendi idiopathÍca r indicating that there is no known etiology
for the difficulties.
Within the group of language disordered chj-ldren, variation j-s

considerable. In phonology, for instance, where the same patterns
of substitution and deletion have been identified for many of
these chíldren, there is interindividual variation both in terms
of phonologicaL rules and in the conditions for their application.
The children appear to differ not only in terms of how much and
in ¡¡hat vray they respond to l-anguage therapy. These observations
suggest that children diagnosed as exhibiting a functional ar-
ticulation dÍsorder do not constitute a homogeneous group and
that, not aLl- members of the group have the same degree or type
of language difficulties.

ïn order to examine the variation withÍn the group a study was

undertaken with the aim of identifying clinically relevant sub-
groups on linguj-sLic criteria. The study focuses on the following
questions as a possible basis for such a subclassficatj_on:

What characterizes language disordered chil-dren's produced
forms and how do they differ from the normal adult forms?
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2. To Irhat extent can these chil-drenrs produced forms be explained
by llmiteil production, perceptual-, or processing abilities and

to lrhat extent by a different organizat,ion of the phonological
system?

3. What kind of awareness do language disordered children show

of phonoLogLcal forms?

PROCEDURE

fn order to examine these questions, an investigation was made

based on the following kind of data:

Speech production Chj.ldren'S speech was record,ed during conver-
sation and the namíng of pictures. The el-icitation material had

been prepared so that the items were varied as to number of syl-
lables, syllables structure, and stress patterns. Al-l Swedish
vowels and consonants \^¡ere represented in pre-, inter-, and post-
vocalic position under differeñt, stress conditions. Frequent con-
sonant clusters were also included.

Auditory discrimínation Sounds which the children did not use
correctly were tested in minimal pairs where the two members of
a pair were differentiated by a contrast made up of the sound that
the children did not manifest and the sound they used as a sub-
stitution. rf chiLdren were sayÍng e.g. Isó:k] f.or /çózk/, (kit,-
chen), i.e. r¡ere using Is] as a substitution for /ç/ r they were
asked to identify a pair fike [su:l] - [çu:1], (sun, skirt), two
words that were homophones in the childrenrs production. They

were required to do this by pointing to one of two pictures \^rhen

someone else was uttering the r^rords and q¡hen Lhey were listening
to their own record,ed version of the same words.

hitatíon The chíldren \dere asked to imitate the minimal pairs
and to imitate the substituted sound and its substitute in non-
sense syllables where both position and vowef contexts were va-
ried.

B¡y¡q¿-ÐS. The chlldren were asked to choose rhyming word pairs out
of sets of rhyming and non-rhyming words.

LongÍtudinal data The longiLudinal data consist of information
about the children's phonological development during the 12 months

subsequent to the investigation as described in their hospital
records.
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SUBJECTS

The subjects ïrere 32 children with the diagnosis retardio
loquendi idiopath in the age range from 3;9 years to 6;6
years, 10 girls and 22 boys. At the time of the investigation,
none of them had yet been enrolled in therapy programs.

RESULTS

The childrenrs spontaneous speech production is described pri-
marily in relation to the normal forms, i.e. the description is
an account of the regularÍties in the differences between the
child forns and the forns in the target language. f¡e relations
between chil-d for¡ns and adul_t forms are anal-ysed in ter¡ns of
processes, here defined as procedures or strategies that children
use when modifying normal- adult forms so that they be processable
for an individual wlth a childts perceptual-, productive, and.
cognitive capacity. fn cases râ¡here the chil-d's forms deviate
markedly from the norm, a description of conditions exclusive
to the system of that particular child iS also made. The de-
scription is ¡nade both on a group level- in order to bring out
general tendencd-es and on an individual l-evel Ín order to show
individual preferences and patterns in the applicati.on of pro-
cesses.

On the basis of individual_ patterns in the production data,
four subgroups can be indêntified, narnel_y

1. Children whose speech is nearly mormal_ (4 subject.s)
2. Children in whose speech implicational patterns can be .found

(1 7 subjedts)
3. Children who have one dominating segmental problem (5 subjects)
4. Children whose speech is characterized by a restricted

number of vrord patterns ( 6 subjects)

1. Nearly norlnal-ized gioup Since the subjects had no c_onsistent
substitutions, audítory discrimination testing vras not motivated
in more than one case. Results on the rhyming test vary, inài-
cating that normal or nearJ-y normal speech does not guarantee an
ability to rhyme.

2. Implj-cational pattern group The degree to which the children
in the group deviate from the norm díffers but. they are classed
together since tt¡e same implicational ordering, with only a few
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exceptions, can be observed in the patterns they exhibit
rmplicational patterns are found only if different types of
processes, substitutíons, cluster reductions, and v¡ord. structure
processes are considered separately. the children also vary
in terms of auditive discrimination, self-discrimination, and

rhyming and this variation can be seen as a consequence of the
children's differing devel-opmental levels.

3. Special problen group The children in this group al.I have

one dominating probtre:m whi.ch almost exclusively characterizes
their speech. They substitute one segment or one type of segment

and not the types that are the latest to be acquired by normally
developing children. À11 subjects ¡nanage auditive discri¡nination
and four out of the five chil"dren in the subgroup can discrim-
inate forms in their own speech which are perceived as homo-

phones by an adult listener. Three children can rhyme.

4. Word pattern group The children Ln this subgroup show a

preference for a sma11 number of word patterns. Restrictj-ons of
vtord structure seem to be a more important determinant of their
speech than substitution or cluster reduction patterns. All
except one of the children are unsuccessfuf on auditory discrimín-
ation and half of them identiy homophones ín thej-r own speech
correctly. Only one of the children showed some understanding
of rhyming.

CONCLUSIONS ÀND CLINTCAL IMPLICAT]ONS

The aonclusíons that can be drawn from this study of language dis-
ordered childrenrs phonology are that they follow a generally
recognized developmental order r¿ith some individual variation.
This variation is not totally random but of a kind where simi-
larities emerge between children wtrich make a subclassification
possible based on the individual childrenrs developmental pat-
terns. one group largely follows whaÈ is considered a normal
phonological development, though slower. In the other two groups

the children's patterns show chronological mismatch in that their
phonologies have characteristics typical for both early and late
phonological acquisition. For one of these grouPs, one segment

or one class of segnents ls problematic and for the other, a

small number of preferred word Patterns place restrictions on

their forms.
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The motivations for the children's forms may differ depending on
the degree and type of deviance. perceptual problems are more ap-
parent among children early in development, motor productJ_on proLr-
lems predomínate in the special problem group while processing
problems and phonol-ogical organization are more important as mo-
tivations for forms in the word pattern group. In the implica-
tional pattern group, all types of motivations may exist in va-
rying degrees and combinatj-ons.

The acquisition of the phonology of a language is not onJ_y evi-
denced in production and perception of word forms but also by the
ability t,o consciously manipulate phonological forms and to re-
flect upon language i,e. línguistic awareness. LÍnguistic aware-
ness Ís not directly related to phonological ability as it is
evj.denced in speech production. A nearl-y normal speech does not
guarantee a linguistic aÌ,rareness, which might be quite developed
in a very deviantJ-y speaking chilcl. To include linguistic aware-
ness in the assessment of phonological disability increases the
possibility of further differentíation within the group of dis-
ordered children and is also of interest because of íts impor-
tance for learning to read and write.

For a val-id assessment of phonologicat abilíty, it is t.hus not
sufficient to study children's productíon. Such data need to be
supplemented with information about possible motivations for the
forms and about the childrenrs Linguistics awareness. Increased
knowledge about the variat,ion and patterning within the group
may contribute to the further development of differential methods
in clinical assessment and int,erventÍon. More specifÍcally, de-
scriptions of subgroups may be helpful Ín discovering patterns
for individual children and, especiallyr patterns in seemingly
unsystematic children where the organizing principles may not be
immediately apparent. A differential diagnosis may provide guide-
lines for the planninq of therapy directed tov¿ards overcoming the
individual childrs problems by concentrating on modifications of
word pattern and/or the estabLishment of phonemic contrasts and.

their phonetíc manifestations, as !'/e11 as for allowing for dif-
ferent learning styles and motivations for the forms.
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